
All Around Game 6 
All course materials designed by World Champion & Master Teacher Donna Compton. 

8 Week Course ~ Classes may be taken on an individual basis. Material presentation and Real Time Play of Hands. 
Live class, video and handout included with lesson. Replay lesson hands on Shark Bridge following live class. 

 
Lesson 1 2/1 Game Force Opener’s Rebids 

Join Donna for a discussion of Opener’s Rebids after a 2/1 Game Forcing response by 
Responder. Opener no longer must show points on the rebid, just shape. Donna discusses 
changes to Standard American Agreements along with Invitational Jump Shifts to the 3 Level 
and Opener’s Rebids. 
 

Lesson 2 2/1 Game Force Responder’s Rebids 
Join Donna to explore Responder’s rebids once in Game Forcing auction. Donna explores 
Responder’s Rebids along with the Principle of Fast Arrival at the 3 Level, Interference Bidding 
and Passed Hand Bidding. 
 

Lesson 3 Forcing 1NT Opener’s Rebids 
Join Donna as she discusses what is included in the Forcing 1NT Response. Did you know there 
are 5 types of hands Responder uses the Forcing 1NT to show? Donna will also explore Opener’s 
Rebids over the Forcing 1NT by Responder. 

 
Lesson 4 Forcing 1NT Responder’s Rebids 

Join Donna as she looks at Responder’s Rebids showing 5 different types of hand, along with 
how Opponent’s interference changes the bidding. 

 

Lesson 5 Avoidance Plays 
Join Donna for Avoidance Plays. Often times, declarer must lose the lead to make the hand. In 
these cases, it is common to have one opponent which is the dangerous opponent and one 
opponent which is the safe opponent. Join Donna to figure out which opponent is dangerous and 
how to avoid that opponent. 

 

Lesson 6 More Dummy Uses on Defense 
Join Donna for More Dummy Uses on Defense. We know there are three types of dummies. 
However, if the dummy has a long suit, it will also have a short suit. And how do we tell the 
difference between a “L” Dummy and a “B” dummy?    

 

Lesson 7  Loser on Loser Plays 
Join Donna for Loser on Loser Plays. When Declarer has too many losers, we look to discard a 
loser on loser to endplay the defender or avoid looming overruff.  The lesson hands show how to 
exchange one loser for two winners and avoiding losing finesses.  We will play a lot of hands to 
see how this technique works.  

 

Lesson 8  Using the Trump Suit on Defense 
Join Donna for Using the Trump Suit on Defense. I get to give Declarer a ruff/sluff? Yes! Let’s 
see how and when to make Declarer ruff.  Find out how, when and why you should give declarer 
a sluff and ruff in order to promote a trump trick in your own hand! 


